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Introductory/Overview Statement
Provide an introductory statement that provides an overview of how your scholarship extends to changing policies in the health economy. Indicate to the reader how this portfolio complements and extends the other components of your CV.

The categories below are suggestive for things to include in your portfolio and should be adapted as needed.

Prior Policy-Relevant Positions
• Prior employment relevant to policy-formation: title(s), roles and responsibilities
• Service on advisory panels and committees

Policy Related Publications (selected published articles)
• Peer-reviewed articles (May annotate CV to comment on policy impact of selected papers)
• Reports and other materials prepared for policy makers (e.g., evaluations; policy analyses)

Translating Research Findings to Inform Policy and Practice
• Official testimony at policy forming bodies in public sector
• Presentations to policy-makers and other stakeholders
• Consultations with policy-makers and other stakeholders
• News media appearances (federal, state, and local) when appearance relevant on a policy question

Practice/Policy Related Awards and Honors
• List name of award, description of award, year awarded

Policy Related Research Initiatives
• List title of initiative and name of sponsor

Teaching
• Description of how teaching incorporates instruction in policy translation and outreach

Attachments (any additional materials relevant to practice-related work)
• Policy translation brochures/pamphlets/other products
• Letters of support/recommendations from policy makers, citizen groups, colleagues